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DEAR FRIENDS

Lavender and Time wishes you well for the New Year ahead, 2023. We
hope this new year brings new inspiration, creative ideas and many

more hours of enjoying your favourite hobbies.
 

Lavender and Time have exciting daily classes including new activities
such as Mosaics, Amigurumi crochet and Tunisian crochet. Join us for
the scheduled classes or pop in for the day to knit items for charity.

We also have knitting and crochet classes all day everyday.
 

Our shelves are stocked with various new notions, wools, threads,
and fabrics. Browsing through our shop will bring you endless joy and

inspiration, as well as a little escape from reality.
 

Stop at your One-Stop Haberdashery Shop this year, for the best
quality supplies for all your special projects. 
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• Sewing Machines • 

The PFAFF Smarter 260c
·Has a direct stitch selection which allows quick changes between different stitches

·Easy sewing due to the Stop/Start button to sew without the foot control
·Set the needle to stop up or down to allow for pivoting, applique and more

·Has a simple and easy to read information display system
·A beeping alarm occurs when the presser foot is up before wanting to sew

·Has an integrated needle threader, making sewing easier and faster
·Each stitch type, when selected is automatically set to the preferred stitch width and length

 

The PFAFF Smarter 160s
·Has an integrated needle threader, making sewing easier and faster

·Has a 6mm adjustable stitch width
·Has the original PFAFF presser foot which allows multiple different skills to be used and learnt

·Has an LED light that provides a long-lasting bright light
·Comes with a hard cover that allows easy and safe transporting along with the machine being

lighter and easier to carry.
 

The best entry-level sewing machines: the best quality for the best price
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Our New Mosaic Classes are run by Patricia.
We have mini mosaic kits that can be bought

with all the tools and materials needed to
complete the mosaic. 

There are multiple patterns. 
Mosaic is a fun and relaxing craft that

everyone can enjoy and take part in. The
classes are also available to kids.

Get Mosaic-ing!!
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